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WOIPFG Obtained New Evidence: Jiang Zemin Ordered the Harvesting of
Organs from Falun Gong Practitioners for Transplantation
Sept. 30, 2014
In September 2014, WOIPFG investigated Bai Shuzhong, former Minister of Health for the Chinese
People’s Liberation Army (PLA) General Logistics Department. The investigation focused on the Chinese
military’s involvement in the live organ harvesting of Falun Gong practitioners. During the investigation,
Bai Shuzhong admitted that Jiang Zemin, former Chinese Communist Party Chief, had “instructed” the
harvesting of Falun Gong practitioners’ organs for transplantation. Bai said in a telephone investigation,
“Back then it was Premier Jiang … there was an order, a sort of instruction, that said to carry out such things,
organ transplantation. … Because back then after Premier Jiang issued the order, we all did a lot of antiFalun Gong work …” “….that is to say, it was not just the military who was doing kidney transplants ….”
This investigation result directly points to Jiang Zemin, who ordered to harvest organs from Falun Gong
practitioners. This is genocide implemented by Jiang Zemin and other high ranking CCP officials. This is
genocide carried out by the CCP controlled state apparatus. This genocide takes the form of live organ
harvesting of Falun Gong practitioners. Under the secret protection of the CCP, Chinese judicial system,
military, arm police forces and local hospitals colluded in this Crime against Humanity and Crime of
Genocide.
Telephone Investigation Transcript:
A – Bai Shuzhong, former Minister of Health for the Chinese People’s Liberation Army General Logistics
Department
B – WOIPFG investigator
A: Hello?
B: Hello, is this Bai Shuzhong, former Minister of the PLA General Logistics Department Minister of
Health?
A: ah, who are you?
B: …, we would like to ask you some information,
A: you are
B: ah?
A: Whenever, about what? you (can) talk,
B: this is the situation, when you were the Minister of Health for the PLA General Logistics Department,
regarding taking organs from captive Falun Gong people for transplantation, was it an order from Wang Ke,
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then director of the PLA General Logistics Department? Or did it directly come from the Central Military
Commission?
A: back then, it was Premier Jiang
B: hmm
A: There was an order, a sort of instruction, that said
B: hmm
A: said to carry out this thing, that is organ transplantation
B: hmm
A: later, Premier Jiang, (I) heard there was an instruction paper, about people selling kidneys for transplant
surgeries, this, I should say, it was not just the military who was doing the kidney transplant.
B: We also obtained some intelligence, that is to say back then, the Joint Logistics Departments (of the
Military Regions) had detained a number of Falun Gong people as live donors, is that true?
A: this, this is back then, ah, I think, at least this is how I remembered, because back then after Premier Jiang
issued the order, we all did a lot of anti-Falun Gong work.
B: You guys (the PLA General Logistics Department) and the Joint Logistics Department No. 1, Joint
Logistics Department No. 2, including the Joint Logistics Department No.40 subdivision, and the military
hospitals they were in charge of, do you have supervisory relationship with them?
A: We directly control the military medical universities, they are directly affiliated with the PLA General
Logistics Department, and they received repeated orders, because Jiang paid a lot attention to this matter
back then, put a lot of emphasis on this matter,
B: who put a lot of emphasis on this matter?
A: Jiang, it was when Jiang was in power.
B: hmm
A: paid a lot of attention to this matter, there was a written order,
B: From 1998 to 2004, you were ….
A: correct, correct, correct, the Minister of Health for the PLA General Logistics Department, from 1998 to
2004.
B: well, we will end here.
A: ok, ok, good, good, in the future, if something comes up, you ask me, no problem
B: ok, good. thanks, bye.
A: bye
The latest investigation by WOIPFG indicates that the genocide is still going on. WOIPFG encourages the
international community, governmental organizations to step up and jointly investigate Chinese Communist
Party’s Crimes against Humanity, and help end this persecution of Falun Gong.
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WOIPFG warns all perpetrators and participants of the persecution: You have committed the Crime of
Genocide, and Crimes against Humanity. It is no difference from the Nazi war criminals. Carrying out
superior’s orders cannot be your excuse. Everyone is held responsible for their own actions. You only way
out is to stop the crimes, confess your own crimes and provide evidence of others crimes.
Established in 2003, WOIPFG has the mission to investigate the criminal conduct of all institutions,
organizations, and individuals involved in the persecution of Falun Gong, to bring such investigations, no
matter how long it takes, no matter how far and deep we have to search, to full closure, to exercise the
fundamental principles of humanity, and to restore and uphold justice in society. We will continue to
investigate the criminal conduct of all institutions, organizations, and individuals involved in the persecution
of Falun Gong, to bring such investigation to full closure no matter how long it takes or how far we have to
search. WOIFPG will continue to exercise the fundamental principles of humanity and to restore and uphold
justice in society.
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